2014 New Collection Titles Quick Guide:

The American Journal of Jurisprudence
www.ajj.oxfordjournals.org

- **About:** The American Journal of Jurisprudence is an international journal publishing critical discussions of the moral foundations of law and legal systems, exploring current and historical issues in ethics, philosophy of law or jurisprudence, and legal (including constitutional) theory.
- **Years of Publication:** From 1956
- **Impact Factor:** N/A
- **Number of issues/year:** Two issues per year
- **Ideal for:** Universities and colleges, law schools

Bioscience
http://bioscience.oxfordjournals.org/

- **About:** Bioscience publishes timely and authoritative overviews of current research in biology, accompanied by essays and discussion sections on education, public policy, history, and the conceptual underpinnings of the biological sciences.
- **Years of Publication:** From 1964
- **Impact Factor:** 2011 ranking: 4.621/ Five year ranking: 6.223
- **Number of issues/year:** 1 volume per year/12 monthly issues
- **Ideal for:** Universities and colleges offering programs in Biological Sciences, Community colleges, Research libraries, Scientific societies, Research laboratories

Current Legal Problems
www.clp.oxfordjournals.org

- **About:** Current Legal Problems features scholarly articles that offer a critical analysis of important current legal issues. It covers all areas of legal scholarship and features a wide range of methodological approaches to law. With its emphasis on contemporary developments, CLP is a major point of reference for legal scholarship.
- **Years of Publication:** From 1948
- **Impact Factor:** N/A
- **Number of issues/year:** 1 Vol. per year, one issue per Vol.
- **Ideal for:** Universities and colleges with law schools
Journal of International Dispute Settlement
www.jids.oxfordjournals.org
- **About:** International dispute settlement primarily addresses fundamental and lasting issues of international dispute settlement, and gives preference to articles of enduring importance concerning significant trends in the field. JIDS is open to strictly legal approaches as well as to studies inspired by other disciplines, such as legal sociology, legal theory, the history of law, law and political science, and law and economics.
- **Years of Publication:** N/A
- **Impact Factor:** N/A
- **Number of issues/year:** 1 Vol. per year, 3 issues per Vol.
- **Ideal for:** Universities and colleges, government officials, courts and practitioners

Journal of Music Therapy
www.jmt.oxfordjournals.org
- **About:** A forum for authoritative articles of current music therapy research and theory, including book reviews and guest editorials.
- **Years of Publication:** From 1964
- **Impact Factor:** N/A
- **Number of issues/year:** Published 4 times a year. 560p per volume, 140p per issue.
- **Ideal for:** Medical libraries, universities and colleges

Music Therapy Perspectives
www.mtp.oxfordjournals.org
- **About:** Designed to appeal to a wide readership, both inside and outside the profession of music therapy.
- **Years of Publication:** From 1983
- **Impact Factor:** N/A
- **Number of issues/year:** Published 2 times a year. 200p per volume, 100p per issue.
- **Ideal for:** Medical libraries, universities, music departments and conservatories

Music Theory Spectrum
www.mts.oxfordjournals.org
- **About:** A leading journal in the field and an official publication of the Society for Music Theory, *Music Theory Spectrum* features articles on a wide range of topics in music theory and analysis, including aesthetics, critical theory and hermeneutics, history of theory, post-tonal theory, linear analysis, rhythm, music cognition, and the analysis of popular musics. The journal
welcomes interdisciplinary articles revealing intersections with topics in other fields such as ethnomusicology, mathematics, musicology, philosophy, psychology, and performance.

- **Years of Publication:** N/A
- **Impact Factor:** N/A
- **Number of issues/year:** Bi-annually in April and October.
- **Ideal for:** Universities and colleges

**Philosophical Quarterly**

www.oxfordjournals.org/our_journals/pq/

- **About:** The Philosophical Quarterly regularly publishes articles, discussions and reviews, and runs an annual Essay Prize. Its distinguished international contributors engage with both the established and the new, for example, through reflection on cognitive psychology, decision theory, quantum mechanics. The Quarterly's outstanding book review section provides peer review comment on nearly one hundred of the most significant philosophical books each year.
- **Years of Publication:** N/A
- **Impact Factor:** N/A
- **Number of issues/year:** 1 volume, 4 issues per annum
- **Ideal for:** Universities and colleges

**Public Policy & Aging Report**

www.ajj.oxfordjournals.org

- **About:** Public Policy & Aging Report publishes articles examining policy issues generated by the aging of society. It is a quarterly publication with each issue focused on one particular subject. All articles are invited by the Editor and are written by prominent researchers and policy makers.
- **Years of Publication:** From 1956
- **Impact Factor:** N/A
- **Number of issues/year:** 1 volume per annum, 4 issues per volume (varies, additional issues may be included if editors find sponsorship, so 4 is a minimum). 144 pages per volume 36 pages per issue
- **Ideal for:** Universities and colleges, government libraries